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Waveform Review

Average Average

Class A Waveforms slight change can make 
a big differencewaveform that spends less 

time near zero crossing is 
more efficient

We can control waveform at device with drive (class C), 
with load (class F), or with circuit topology (class E).  In 
practice it is a combination of all the above.



Overdriven Class A has a useful waveform--but 
overdrive sacrifices linearity

Class J defines a desirable wave shape at the collector in 
terms of Fourier components, and then designs a network 
that extracts energy from the active device and power sup-
ply with the appropriate amplitudes and phases to optimize 
use of the active device.



Control wave shape with PA Load Network

Achieves efficiency of overdriven Class A, but without 
using device non-linearity to obtain efficient waveform.  
So class J is fundamentally linear.  Cool!



But wait.  There’s more!

Once we start messing with the waveform at the 
device using a loading network that encourages 
specific harmonic energy, we can also obtain the 
reduced conduction angle waveforms of class C in 
a linear amplifier.

fundamental and 2nd harmonic
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Class J PA Load Network

Lossless Passive Network:
1. Transform 50 ohm to desired R
2. Present pure sine wave to Load
3. Stores 2nd harmonic energy
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Mechanical Analog

Compound Bow used in Archery

and active device (archer)

uses pulleys that aren’t round:

= harmonics

This is not really new...

Same problem: efficiently use energy source



So how do we design the Class J network?

Start with topology that encouraged 2nd harmonic at 
input to network and optimize.

Perform harmonic load-pull measurements on device 
and build network suggested by measurements...then 
optimize at bench.

...but isn’t that what we already do to optimize an 
efficient, linear power amplifier?



Class J is not an invention

Yes.  Class J is not an invention, it is an explanation of 
what we have been doing for years.

Class J explains how we achieve in practice device 
efficiencies and linearity better than predicted by any 
previous PA class models.

It is also a testament to Steve Cripps character that he 
refers to Class J as a descriptive explanation of what 
the best PA designers already do, rather than some 
profound new addition to mankind’s creative toolbox. 

....now go buy his book.



The Future: the ants will rule

Millions of tiny, fast little CMOS transistors will each 
contribute their bit to any output waveform you desire.

...but not quite yet.


